Pinned Localized Clusters (PLC), Stop-and-Go Waves (SGW), Oscillating Congested Traffic (OCT), and Homogeneous Congested Traffic (HCT) are frequently observed vehicle queueing phenomena around ramping regions. In order to explain the origins and transition conditions of these congested traffic flow patterns, a concise two-velocity (free flow velocity and congested flow velocity) queueing model was recently designed by Chen, et al., 2012b to quantitatively analyze the formation, evolution and dissipation of jam queues. It can be viewed as a specialized Newell's simplified car-following model (Newell, 2002) which assumes inflow rate dependent jam queue joining times and constant jam queue departing times. PLC/HCT patterns can be well reproduced via this model, but no correct SGW/OCT patterns can be achieved. To solve this problem, a new queueing model is proposed in this paper that adopts three kinds of vehicles velocities (free flow velocity, slow flow velocity and jam flow velocity). The transitions between slow and jam flows are controlled by duration of slow flow queues. Simulations show that this new model could well reproduce SGW/OCT patterns observed in practice. Analysis reveals that convective instability of this new queueing model makes it generate oscillation features. This conclusion is consistent with Kesting, 2011. 
Introduction
Since congestions are usually caused by bottlenecks, few transportation engineers and traffic flow researchers would neglect bottleneck behaviors and the associate temporal-spatial extents of jam queues (Daganzo, 1997) . Among different bottlenecks, ramping regions attract most interests, because of its pervasiveness.
Congestions around ramping regions often generate complex spatial-temporal patterns, such as Pinned Localized Clusters (PLC), Moving Localized Clusters (MLC), Stop-and-Go Waves (SGW), Oscillating Congested Traffic (OCT), and Homogeneous Congested Traffic (HCT) (Schönhof and Helbing, 2007; . During the last two decades, how to classify all these congestion phenomena and explain their emerging conditions had captivated consistent attentions from both traffic engineers and physicians (Smilowitz and Daganzo, 2002; Kerner and Klenov, 2006; Wagner and Nagel, 2008; Helbing, et al. 2009 ).
To reach this goal, various models had been proposed (Helbing, 2001; Castillo, 2001; Kerner, 2009; Kesting, et al., 2010; Treiber, et al. 2010) . One important branch of such approaches is based on kinematic wave models initialized by Newell in (Newell, 1993a (Newell, , 1993b . The key postulate in these early studies is a triangular shaped flow-density relation curve with only two wave speeds: one for free-flowing traffic (positive) and the other for congested traffic (negative). Taking this hypothesis and using LWR model (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Richards, 1956) , we can then determine the propagation details of a jam queue in terms of shockwave. Later on, Daganzo relaxed the triangular shaped assumption and proved that the solution of every well-posed kinematic wave traffic problem with a concave flow-density relation is indeed a set of shortest paths in space-time with a special metric model (Daganzo, 2005a (Daganzo, , 2005b (Daganzo, , 2005c .
Alternatively, an equivalent model, Newell's simplified car-following model, was put forward in (Newell, 2002) to depict jam propagations. It is consistent with kinematic wave models but describe movements of individual vehicles instead of shockwaves. As shown in (Ahn et al., 2004; Coifman and Kim, 2011 ), Newell's simplified car-following model gives satisfactory depictions for empirical driving behaviors and some queueing behaviors around ramping bottlenecks. Both Newell's simplified car-following models and kinematic wave models attract great interests because of their simplicity and usefulness. In some previous attempts, the stochastic features of traffic flow are also considered (Kim and Zhang, 2008) . However, whether these models can account for complex congested patterns around ramps remains unsolved.
Recently, a two-velocity queueing model was designed in (Chen, et al., 2012b) to quantitatively analyze the formation, evolution and dissipation of jam queues. It can be viewed as a specialized Newell's simplified carfollowing model which assumes inflow rate dependent jam queue joining times and constant jam queue departing times. One major reason to apply queueing model is we can derive analytical descriptions or semi-analytical approximation for traffic flow dynamics. This is important in dynamic routing choice study (Qian, et al., 2012) and many other applications. PLC/HCT patterns can be well reproduced via this simple model. However, this queueing model allows only two kinds of vehicles speeds and thus cannot generate correct SGW and OCT patterns. Simulations show that two-velocity simplification prevents us catching the nature of oscillations.
Many studies had shown that congested flow patterns at bottlenecks exhibit distinct internal oscillations and the amplitude of oscillations increases when propagating upstream Zheng, et al. 2011a; Zheng, et al. 2011b ). Moreover, it was revealed in (Treiber and Kesting, 2011 ) that these properties are tightly related with convective instability of car-following models (Wilson, 2008; Ward and Wilson, 2011; Wilson and Ward, 2011) . An acceptable flow model must preserve appropriate convective instability to reproduce this important feature.
In this paper, we propose a three-velocity extension of our previous model and discuss its convective instability under different situations. As shown in (Chen et al., 2012b) , convective instability can be naturally guaranteed in a spatial-temporal queueing model, if the parameters can be appropriately set. Tests show this new model reproduce correct oscillation characteristics. This new finding indicates that even a simple queueing model could generate complex behaviors.
To explain the mechanism of our new model, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly review the two-velocity queueing model proposed in (Chen et al., 2012b) and points out which assumptions are still adopted in this paper. Section 3 presents the new three-velocity queueing model and its simulation procedures. Section 4 further shows that this new model can nicely reproduce SGW and OCT patterns observed in practice. Finally, Section 5 concludes our findings.
The Previous Two-Velocity Queueing Model for Ramping Regions
In (Chen et al., 2012b) , a simple queueing model was applied to analytically study congestion patterns around on-ramps. Same as Newell's simplified car-following model, we assume the trajectory of a vehicle can be approximately described by piecewise linear curves. In (Chen et al., 2012b) Sequentially determining the velocity changing points of a vehicle when it joins in and departs from a jam queue (first the time coordinates from the queueing theory, and second the space coordinates together with the curve slope information), we can calculate the trajectories of the following vehicles one by one, according to their arriving orders. Detailed recursive algorithm can be found in (Chen, et al., 2012b) . In this paper, we will still apply this trick to calculate vehicle trajectories, even when three kinds of vehicle velocities are considered.
Let us focus on the temporal evolution of a jam queue. Fig.2 shows two kinds of jam queues that can be generated via the new queueing model, with regarding to periodical ramping vehicle disturbances. If
for all the vehicles, the k th jam queue width decreases gradually and finally dissipates. Further assume the jam queue dissipates before the next ramping vehicle inserts into the main road, we may observe a pinned localized cluster (PLC pattern). If
, we can observe a moving localized jam queue (MLC pattern). If
, the k th jam queue width increases and different jam queues will finally merge into a large one. 
Carefully examining the possible combinations of ( in , out , T ), we can get the so called phase diagram that characterizes the emerging and transition conditions of different congestion patterns. Noticing that in changes with the main road flow rate main q and meanwhile T is the reciprocal of the ramping road flow rate ramp q , we can map the phase diagram on in versus T plane onto the phase diagram on the widely adopted main q versus ramp q plane. In other words, we finally set up a link between microscopic individual vehicle movements and macroscopic traffic congestion patterns. See (Chen, et al., 2012b) for detailed discussions.
The Three-Velocity Queueing Model for Ramping Regions

The New Model
In this paper, the new queueing model extents our previous attempt mainly in two ways: 1)
We to depart from a jam queue into a slow queue; and out,3 to depart from a jam queue into a free flow.
The vehicles that come from the upstream are assumed to run at free v initially. When a free flow vehicle meets a slow queue, its velocity will change to slow v . Merging vehicle disturbances will trigger slow queues but not jam queues. In this paper, we assume jam queues will only arise from slow queues. As shown in Fig.2 (b) , collisions of slow queues increase vehicles duration in slow flow state. According to empirical observations Treiber and Kesting, 2011; Zheng, et al. 2011a; Zheng, et al. 2011b; Chen, et al., 2012a) , vehicle velocities may spontaneously fluctuate and exhibit distinct internal oscillations in slow flow state, even when no lane-changes happened. The precise mechanism that drives oscillations grow is not thoroughly revealed. Some recent explanations can be found in (Laval and Leclercq, 2010; Ward and Wilson, 2011; Treiber and Kesting, 2011; Chen, et al., 2012a) .
The amplitude of such an oscillation usually increases along with vehicles' durations and positions in slow flow queue. Finally, tiny oscillations grow into severe oscillations and some vehicles in the middle of slow flow queues will fully stop.
In our simplified models, we cannot fully reproduce the enlargement of oscillations, because we only allow three vehicle velocities for analytical simplicity. For convenience, we simulate the emergence of a jam queue within a slow queue using the following simple yet effective rule:
A To apply this rule in simulation, we need to find out the first vehicle in a slow queue for a period that longer than the pre-selected time threshold thres t . Let us denote this vehicle as the i th vehicle.
As mentioned in Section 2 the slow queue width will increase when
. This expansion process of the slow queue width can be determined by the recursive formula below while the pink shadowed areas stand for the slow queue that is split by the newly emerged jam queue.
Second, let us determine when the following i th vehicle will change its velocity from slow v to jam v and when it will change its velocity back to slow v .
In Fig.3 , we define this deceleration and acceleration happens at point C and point D on the trajectory of the i th vehicle. In this paper, we set the coordinates of point C and point D with respect to point E as 
The line CF and DG, which stand for the upstream and downstream fronts of the jam queue, will intersect at the same point O.
It should be pointed out that the above derivation process (e.g. Eq.(9-11)) of velocity changing points is always causal and the movement of any a vehicle is only influenced by its leading vehicles (but not its following vehicles), because we strictly obey the following two rules:
1. The time and space coordinate of every velocity changing point of a vehicle is fully determined by the coordinates of velocity changing points of the leading vehicle or this vehicle; 2. The time and space coordinate of every velocity changing point is always determined by the coordinates of the velocity changing points whose time/space coordinates are smaller than its time/space coordinates.
As shown in Fig.3 , the emerging jam queue splits the original slow queue into two slow queues, namely k th and 1 k th. Since we assume that 1 k th slow queue. After that, the 1 k th slow queue disappears and the departure time changes to out,3 ; On the other hand, given that 1 2 w w , the upstream front of k th slow queue will be finally caught up by the upstream front of the jam queue generated within it. Similarly, we should amend the calculated trajectories, when slow queues dissipate. Suppose two slow queues disappear at virtual merging points M and N, respectively; see Fig.3 , there must be a vehicle whose duration in a certain slow queue finally reaches the pre-selected threshold thres t . As a result, jam queues emerges eventually.
The above process can also be viewed as a reflection of the so called "pinch effect" observed in practice, in which "self-compressions" occur within slow flow and vehicle velocities decrease. At last, some small jam queues collide with each other and merge into a large jam queue (Kerner and Klenov, 2006; Kerner, 2009; Helbing, et al. 2009; Kesting, et al., 2010; Treiber, et al. 2010) .
In this paper, we assume 1 w and 2 w are constants in this paper. This setting is consistent with the fundamental diagram models which assume piecewise-linear flow-density relation curve (Windover and Cassidy, 2001; Cassidy, 1998) . Moreover, such assumptions on roughly constant jam wave propagation speeds had been verified in (Chiabaut, et al. 2009; Chiabaut and Leclercq, 2011 
where is a small number. This special setting is introduced to fit with our empirical observations on jam queue evolution dynamics. As shown in Fig.1 in (Treiber and Kesting, 2011) , Fig.5 in (Treiber and Kesting, 2012) , when a jam queue forms up, its temporal width will be roughly kept during its propagation.
As indicated in Eq. 
Simulation Procedures
The simulation procedure of this new queueing mode can be presented as follows. We still adopt the ramping scenario studied in Lu, et al., 2010; Chen, et al., 2012b) . This scenario includes a main road with an on-ramp; see Fig.4 . The overall length of main road is 30 km and the ramping region locates at 15 km. Table I gives the parameters that are used in the simulations. We assume that all the vehicles in the simulations are small cars. As recommended in many previous papers (Kerner, 2009; Treiber et al. 2011; Schönhof and Helbing, 2007) w =18 km/h and 1 w =12 km/h, which are all within the frequently reported of wave speed range (Mahnke and . 2001; Treiber et al. 2011) . In order to keep up with the previous two-velocity model (Chen, et al., 2012b) , we set out,1 =2.12s so that MLC pattern still occurs when main q =1500vel/h. Besides, we set out,2 =2.5s and 1 . 0 .
We still adopt the intelligent vehicle merging rule proposed in (Chen, et al., 2012b) which assigns a higher priority for vehicles on main road, when a main road vehicle and a ramp road vehicle arrives the merging point simultaneously. In other words, this ramp road vehicle will enter main road after this main road vehicle.
To give a better illustration, we use smoothed surface method to plot traffic flow dynamics instead of using trajectory plot in (Chen, et al., 2012b) . Similar to (Lu, et al., 2010) , we install the virtual loop detector on the main road every 100m to plot flows patterns.
Simulation Results and Discussions
Reproduced Congestion Patterns and Phase Diagram
Obviously, when main q and ramp q are not too large, no slow queue will last for more than 60s. In such scenarios, the three-velocity queueing model behaves exactly as the two-velocity queueing model (Chen, et al., 2012b) . In other words, Free Traffic (FT), Moving Localized Cluster (MLC), Pinned Localized Cluster (PLC) reproduced by the three-velocity queueing model are the same as those obtained by the two-velocity queueing model. The previous obtained analytical boundary still holds. Notice that the time lag between two adjacent jam queues may vary with time; we choose the first vehicle that passes two adjacent jam queues as a reference in this paper. The time lag is calculated since this vehicle leaves the former jam queue till it enters the latter jam queue. Fig.5 shows the simulated phase diagrams of the new queueing model. Obviously, SGW, OCT, and HCT patterns that have been observed in practice (Kerner. 2009; Treiber and Kesting. 2011) can well reproduced by the new queueing model and easily distinguished.
It should be pointed out that the MLC pattern produced in this paper is not exactly the same as the MLC pattern mentioned in (Schönhof and Helbing, 2007; Treiber, et al. 2010) . In (Schönhof and Helbing, 2007; Treiber, et al. 2010) , the nonlinear density-velocity model was applied. The spacings will be notably enlarged when vehicles move out of the localized cluster. So, the first formed moving localized cluster will prevent the birth of other localized cluster. However, in this paper, we use piecewise linear density-velocity flow model and the spacings will not be notably enlarged afterwards the localized cluster. Thus, the moving localized clusters will be triggered periodically.
Discussions
In short, convective instability in traffic flow theory means that small oscillations grow but the range of growing amplitudes propagates only upstream (Wilson, 2008; Ward and Wilson, 2011; Wilson and Ward, 2011; Treiber and Kesting, 2011) . For a car-following model described in ordinary differential equations, we usually apply bifurcation analysis tool to discuss its convective instability (Wilson, 2008) .
Differently, the proposed queueing model had clearly defined the propagation characteristics of an oscillation. As shown in Fig.6 of (Chen, et al., 2012b) We can easily check the parameters given in Section 3.2 satisfy such conditions. Clearly, convective instability of this new model makes it appropriately generate oscillation features under persistent merging vehicle perturbations Treiber and Kesting, 2011 Fig.6 (a) . If thres t is too large, we can hardly observe OCT and HCT patterns, since the time lags between two consecutive jam queues become too large; see Fig.6 (b) . This indicates that the amplification speed of oscillations influences the transition condition between SGW and OCT patterns. Any model that appropriately simulates SGW and OCT patterns should be able to correctly (may not precisely) characterize the temporal amplification process of oscillations. Or at least, like the queueing model proposed in this paper, a simple model should be able to determine when such amplification process will lead to a transition from a slowly moving vehicle platoon to a fully stopped vehicle platoon.
Conclusions
In this paper, we study the evolution process of jam queues initialized by ramping vehicles and the resulting congested traffic patterns. In order to appropriately explain and reproduce the emerging conditions of different congested traffic patterns, we propose a three-velocity queueing model. The vital significance of this new model lies in well reproducing SGW/OCT/HCT patterns well that cannot be appropriately simulated by previous twovelocity queueing model proposed in (Chen, et al., 2012b) .
This important improvement was achieved by two modifications: first, we allow three kinds of vehicle velocities instead of two; second and more importantly, we characterize the transition from slow flow to jam queue in terms of vehicle durations in slow flow. Although duration does not explain the origins of vehicle velocity oscillations, it provides us a simple yet effective tool to characterize when oscillations results in transitions between slow flows and jams. This approach strikes a very nice balance between accessibility and mathematical seriousness.
The introduction of duration makes the proposed queueing model parsimonious and easy to use. All its parameters have clear physical meanings. It shows that even a small set of parameters and rules can reproduce empirical complex congestion patterns.
